Living in the Matrix

Are We Really in the Matrix? New Research Backs the Theory We Live in a Hologram

Everyone knows what a hologram is, but have you ever considered that we actually live in one? That was the premise behind the movie, “The Matrix” but it seems the film was closer to reality than we ever imagined. Scientists are close to proving that we do indeed live in a hologram, a digital simulation. A few remarkable discoveries pointed scientists toward this conclusion. In 1982, physicist Alain Aspect found that in certain circumstances, sub-atomic particles like electrons instantly communicate with a partner, regardless of the distance between them, as if each always knows what the other is doing. Based on that, scientist David Bohm argued that there’s no objective reality and “that despite its apparent solidity the universe is at heart a phantasm, a gigantic and splendidly detailed hologram.”

Then, in 1997, physicist Juan Maldacena suggested gravity results from “infinitesimally thin, vibrating strings” existing in nine dimensions of space and one of time, which also would indicate a hologram. That idea solved earlier problems reconciling quantum physics and Einstein’s gravity theory. In 2014, a Japanese team provided, “compelling evidence” that the theory is true and that our universe is a mere
simulation; now scientists have begun experiments using a ‘Holometer’ to verify it conclusively in physical, rather than merely mathematical terms.

According to physicist James Gates, in mathematically trying to understand nature through string theory, what we find written into the fabric of the cosmos are special binary codes, that is, error-correcting computer codes. These cannot have arisen from random chance; they are evidence of a studied and refined design.

The virtual reality of people in “The Matrix” was a hologram created by sophisticated computer programs. Those watching what happened to others inside that program viewed a screen with a series of numbers. Gates basically is describing such a picture when he speaks of computer codes being written into the universe and forming nature itself.

To Christians, it confirms what we’ve believed all along: that this world isn’t the solid, material reality that it seems, and that a simulation must have a Designer and Creator. It bolsters the idea of this world as a mere proving ground for the real world that we’ll live in eternally and it highlights the truth the Bible teaches that we’re shaped by what we focus our attention on, for good or evil. It also clarifies the biblical claim that God spoke the world into existence. That’s easily understandable when we recognize it’s just a projection.

**Hebrews 11:3** “Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things which do appear.”

This should demonstrate how foolish the Darwinian concept is: evolution as the creative force behind our existence is both impossible and nonsensical in a digital simulation. But grasping this truth requires a different mindset from that usually promoted by the world. It requires stepping outside the box of ‘reality’ as we’ve always understood it and looking at life on a deeper level - on a spiritual, supernatural level.

A new product, Microsoft Hololens, has come on the market which enables users to create virtual reality constructs around them. The ability to design anything from a motorcycle to a virtual dwelling, then transfer the created image to anyone else, is amazing. But there’s a catch: these creations aren’t real, no matter how much they might appear to be. You can’t actually get on the motorcycle and ride, and were
you to enter the house, it wouldn’t provide protection from burglars or rain. But the appeal of this supremely deceptive product is based on the old lie that men can become gods.

**Genesis 3:4, 5** And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die: For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.

Man becoming god is a prevalent theme today, whether it’s by immortality through transcendence, or by becoming creators, bringing these fantasy worlds into existence through a spoken word or the wave of a hand. In essence, that’s the implicit promise, that you too can become the creator. But it’s mere illusion, even less real than the hologram we inhabit.

To those of us within it, this projection is reality, just as for those in the Matrix. But as Neo from the film learns, there is another, real world outside of the Matrix, and so it is for us. That real world is located in other dimensions, not accessible to us in our current bodies. But it’s where the places we call Heaven and Hell actually exist. While this “world” will pass away because it’s mere projection, that real world will not; it is eternal.

The world deliberately being created grows darker each day. Very soon it will be infinitely darker and more barren, yet filled with technology like surveillance and mind control. In desperation, mankind will embrace anyone who seems able to deliver their desired utopia. But that ‘new world’ still will be within the confines of this virtual reality. Nothing fundamental will have changed.

The growth of technology has left a void most people feel, and the rising darkness is related to it. People increasingly are turning to the material and to the occult to fill the spiritual void being created. That opens the door for more spiritual wickedness and the acceptance of perverse, destructive behaviors, until the culture spirals down at an ever-increasing speed into evil and darkness.

Most people feel the growing darkness, but they don’t understand why it’s happening or what to do about it. And while ‘science’ has become a god to many, information about discoveries like these, concerning the nature of reality, isn’t being widely disseminated. Worshippers of this ‘science god’ clearly are selective; they only promote information which bolsters their hidden agenda, and which leads the masses away from truth on the deepest level. Thus, a false reality is being shaped for most people, and though science claims to be neutral and objective, that’s obviously not so.
2 Peter 3:3-7 “…there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts, And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation. For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water: Whereby the world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished: But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men.”

The holographic nature of the world reveals that we’re living in a simulation, designed to test us and determine our placement in the real world, and that ‘reality’ isn’t what most of us are led to believe. The Bible is clear that this projection will have an end, and then every person will be judged. Out of love, the Creator willingly stepped inside His own projection to provide us with a way out of this matrix and into the real, eternal world where He lives. That’s why Christ came and died, to open the way for all who will give their lives to Him and receive Him as Lord. Faith is the ultimate test in this virtual reality.

As God, He loved us enough to do what we never could do for ourselves. Religion demands that men work to be good enough to earn their way to God. Judgment becomes a balancing test. Faith in Christ isn’t a religion; it’s a relationship with a living, personal Creator. Although He died to pay that cost of sin, He didn’t stay in the tomb. He rose again, defeating death, and He’s alive today, seeking all who desire His forgiveness and love. Those who accept Him begin again, with a clean slate and a changed nature.

To accept His sacrifice for yourself, you need to recognize that you’ve sinned and that on your own you can’t keep God’s laws perfectly. Then, you must repent for the way you’ve lived. That means more than being sorry; it means turning from sin by giving your life to Christ, following Him and seeking to know Him. Once you do that, His Spirit will enter into you, giving you a new birth, a spiritual birth. Read His Word daily, starting with the Gospels.

Hebrews 1:2-3 “[God] hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds; Who being the brightness of his glory, and the express image of his person, and upholding all things by the word of his power, when he had by himself purged our sins, sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high:”
This simulated reality is a test for each of us, to decide whether we’ll live eternally with Christ, or whether we’ll choose our own way and reject Him. He has given us freedom to choose. This matrix is temporary, as is life for all of us within it. Now is the time to decide where you’ll go in the real world, by accepting or rejecting Christ.

For more information, go to usaprophecy.com

and “Are We Really in the Matrix?” at 666surveillancesystem.com/?p=6533
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